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Managing Networking

NetworkManager

While NetworkManager is fantastic for managing different types of networking on a desktop 
or laptop, it isn’t well suited to enterprise level servers and as such we recommend disabling 
it:

# chkconfig NetworkManager off
# service NetworkManager stop

Traditional Networking

Once NetworkManager is disabled we can start working with the traditional networking 
service which has its configuration files stored below /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts

For each interface you want configured, you will need a configuration file called ifcfg-
<interface name>

If you have an interface called eth0 then you would need a configuration file called ifcfg-eth0 
in order to have networking.

For a static configuration, you need a minimum of 7 configuration parameters:

DEVICE=
ONBOOT=
BOOTPROTO=
IPADDR=
PREFIX=
DNS1=
GATEWAY=

For example, to configure eth0 with a static IP address of 172.17.6.23 with a 16 bit subnet 
mask using DNS servers 8.8.8.8 and 8.8.4.4 with 172.17.0.1 as a gateway we would create a file 
called /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-eth0 with the following content:

DEVICE=eth0
ONBOOT=yes
BOOTPROTO=static
IPADDR=172.17.6.23
PREFIX=16
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DNS1=8.8.8.8
DNS2=8.8.4.4
GATEWAY=172.17.0.1

For DHCP configuration of an interface one would create a configuration file representing the 
interface with a minimum of 3 configuration parameters as follows:

DEVICE=eth0
ONBOOT=yes
BOOTPROTO=dhcp

To finalize the configuration and make it effective restart the network service:

# service network restart

To verify that your interfaces have a IP addresses we could use the command:

# ip address show

which could be abbreviated to:

# ip a s

which could even further be abbreviated to:

# ip a

To view the IP address of a specific interface like eth0:

# ip a s eth0

Should you need to take the interface down, use the command:

# ip link set eth0 down

And to bring it back up:
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# ip link set eth0 up

Note: An alternate configuration is to set up a bridge. This is especially useful with working 
with virtual machines and logical networks. The concept is easy enough. You are creating 
a layer of abstraction so that a physical device. So, the configuration of the physical device 
would look something like this:

DEVICE=eth0
ONBOOT=yes
ETHTOOL_OPTS="autoneg off speed 100 duplex full"
BRIDGE=br0
HWADDR=a1:b2:c3:d4:e5:f6

Then, the bridge configuration would look something like this:

DEVICE=br0
TYPE=Bridge
BOOTPROTO=none
ONBOOT=yes
IPADDR=192.168.0.5
NETMASK=255.255.255.0
DELAY=0

Notice that this is where the ip address and protocol are assigned (not in the config file of the 
physical device).

Routing

While your interface configuration file contains the default gateway, your system may have 
other routes configured. This is done by creating a file in the /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts 
directory with a name starting with route-<interface name>.

Therefore, to have additional routes configured for eth0, create a file called /etc/sysconfig/
network-scripts/route-eth0

Routes may be specified using 2 notations:

network/subnet_mask via IP_address_of_gateway

or

network/subnet_mask dev interface
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Given that we have to route to the 192.168.122.0/24 network via the router 172.17.6.1 and 
to the 10.0.0.0/8 network with the interface eth1 connecting us to that network, we could 
configure our interface eth0 via /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/route-eth0 as follows:

192.168.122.0/24 via 172.17.6.1
10.0.0.0/8 dev eth1

To finalize the configuration and make it effective restart the network service:

# service network restart

To verify that your routes have been set, use the command:

# ip route show

Which could be abbreviated to:

# ip r s

which could even further be abbreviated to:

# ip r

Setting your system’s hostname

The name of your system is defined by the parameter HOSTNAME inside a configuration file 
called /etc/sysconfig/network

Using the command hostname does not persistently set your hostname and your system 
would have its name set back to what the above file specifies on reboot.

Networking tools

To test We use Example
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LAN connectivity ping ping 192.168.0.1

WAN connectivity (routing) traceroute traceroute www.google.com

DNS dig
host
nslookup

dig mx enterpriselinux.pro
host www.redhat.com
nslookup www.fedoraproject.org

Lab Activity

Set your system’s hostname to yourname.thelinuxclub.com along with the following TCP/IP 
changes:

IP ADDRESS 192.168.122.254

SUBNET MASK 255.255.255.0

GATEWAY 192.168.122.1

DNS 8.8.8.8

DNS 8.8.8.8

Also make sure that there exists a static route to the 192.168.123.0/24 network via the IP 
address 192.168.122.2

Make sure that these configuration changes reflect after rebooting and when using the ip 
tool
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